BIOMEDX
Presents
The Quintessential Microscope & Core
Foundations Workshop for Health Advocacy.
This is the natural health world’s premier training program for learning
live blood and dry layer microscopy—a state of the art technology which
is one of the most powerful of health client motivation tools.
With this technology and your learned ability to impart its information,
you are in a most important position to empower your client to understand
the dynamic life processes occurring within their bodies and the need to
adopt more appropriate health care choices for their personal situation.
This leads them to a more meaningful expression in their lives of what
their health is about and how your unique talents and services can assist
them in accomplishing a more vibrant and healthy state of being.
It’s Win-Win.
Your client wins with your new services in education and health auditing,
you win with a new revenue stream and increased referrals.
And your training and equipment cost can pay for itself in weeks!

What this workshop provides:
A hard-hitting thoroughly entertaining super-course in “How You Rot & Rust”. That’s right,
aging and disease is a process of physiological rotting and rusting. Here you will understand the
scientific basis for the process and the skills you need to impart the story in a lively and
imaginative way using big screen HD microscope technology.
Hands on skill training with advanced professional level state-of-the-art video microscopes.
Learning blood dynamics through merging and connecting the dots from medical hematology,
to nutrition, to alternative theories of the Living Blood based on science and logic keeping to
the osteopathic maxim that “the rule of the artery reigns supreme” .
Steering to beneficial protocols for clients in a constructive way by connecting what you see to
what they say and interfacing with them through highly powerful means.
Exploring the blood hologram to uncover the quantum connection between emotion,
consciousness, and our physical reality as it imprints on/in our blood.
Exploding the pH myths popularized by the natural health movement by taking what we learn
from the qualitative picture and moving to a science-based approach grounded in biochemistry and bio-physics, not half-baked theories of self-styled pH gurus that say “everyone is
too acid” nonsense.

What you get in the end:
Skills to immediately begin applying your new found learning to start a most rewarding, client
empowering and practice enhancing endeavor.
(You’ll also possess the coveted Biomedx Certificate of Achievement showing your serious
participation and desire for proper practice in this emerging field of lifestyle education and
health auditing.)

When: See www.biomedx.com for upcoming dates & information.
Where: Chicago - Just 10 minutes from O’hare International Airport
Cost: $1295 for 35 classroom/lab hours over 3 days.
Info: 1-206-577-0037 Space limited—act promptly.

